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1

BACKGROUND

1.1

During the period April 1, 2009 to March 31, 2012 (“Period of Review”),
Shubenacadie First Nation (“SFN” or “the Nation” or “the Band”) constructed and
managed numerous houses on the Nation lands. The houses were built using
both in-house resources and contracted services, with funding received from the
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (“CMHC”). In addition to constructing
new homes, the Capital and Housing Department (“Housing”) facilitated the
management of the repairs and renovations to SFN houses.

1.2

At the May 12, 2009 Council Meeting, a motion was passed to offer Dana Gloade
(“D. Gloade”) a position as the Housing Manager. Previously he worked at the SFN
school performing operational management. D. Gloade stated during an interview
that he was asked to try and turn around Housing. His responsibility was to
manage the housing portfolio and agreement SFN had with Indian and Northern
Affairs Canada (“INAC”).

1.3

Concerns were raised with respect to Housing regarding the following:
1) Alleged Conflicts of Interest:


D. Gloade, when employed as the Housing Manager, approved invoices
for payments to Gloade Electrical Services (“Gloade Electrical”); a
company he owns;



When D. Gloade was employed as the Housing Manager for SFN there
was a time when he worked for Sack‟s Contracting and Management
Limited (“Sack‟s Contracting”); a contractor to SFN; and,



Michael P. Sack (“M. Sack”) while a member of Council and was
providing services for Housing under the following companies or
businesses (collectively referred to as “M. Sack Companies”):





Sack‟s Contracting;
Sack‟s Excavating Ltd. (“Sack‟s Excavating”);
CJS Excavating; and,
Castone Construction Limited (“Castone”).

2) Alleged cost overruns for two Energuide 80 homes built on Browns Flat Road
by Sack‟s Contracting. Furthermore, concerns were raised as the homes
were not occupied because they were allegedly not able to pass a building
inspection;
3) Assignment of requests by tenants for housing repairs and renovations were
allegedly based on favouritism rather than an established process such as a
first come, first served basis or needs assessment; and,
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4) Costs of building supplies and labour for the construction of Jeffrey Hayes (“J.
Hayes”) house at 22 Kittiwake Road, Halibut Bay were allegedly paid for
using SFN funds and expensed in Housing.
1.4

Amounts have been rounded for reporting purposes.
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2

HOUSING OPERATIONS

2.1

SFN Housing was managed by D. Gloade from May 2009 until December 2012,
when he resigned. D. Gloade now works for M. Sack on a full-time basis. We
understand that his duties included updates to Council on the Housing operations.
SFN Housing operations consisted of the construction and property management
of band housing.

2.2

Other employees included; Nicole Paul (“N. Paul”) an Assistant Manager, Shirley
Francis a Housing Clerk, and Vernon Maloney Jr. (“V. Maloney”) an Assistant
Housing Manager and tradesmen who performed some of the repairs and
renovations.
Repairs were also performed by third party contractors and
contractors were used for the construction of new homes.

2.3

Housing did not have its own bank account. All receipts and payments were
managed by the Finance Department. The general ledger was set up with
accounts identified by department code for the Housing Department.
Construction of Band Housing Projects

2.4

During the Period of Review SFN constructed houses on Band land utilizing funds
from CMHC mortgages and CMHC Canadian Economic Action Plan (“CEAP”)
program. The CEAP was a two year funding program to provide improved housing
conditions in First Nation communities across Nova Scotia. CMHC stated they
provided funding for retrofitting or construction of new housing in First Nation
communities as attached in Exhibit 1.

2.5

It is our understanding that during the Period of Review, SFN planned five housing
projects to construct 31 houses, also referred to as units, on Band lands. The first
was a 10 Unit Project and the second a 13 Unit Project. The 10 Unit Project was
started prior to our Period of Review. The 13 Unit Project was contracted to
Wekatesk Planning and Development (“Wekatesk”), a business that Councillor
Thomas Maloney (“T. Maloney”) has an interest in. The remaining three housing
projects were planned for a total of eight units. Construction related to these units
appears to have been done in part by a M. Sack company. No contracts were
found in relation to these homes but the largest amounts paid to a contracting
company were paid to a combination of Sack‟s Contracting and Sack‟s Excavating.
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2.6

During our review of the records it was apparent that budgets and project files
were not maintained for these houses. Absent project files, we reviewed the
Council Minutes, Band Council Resolutions (“BCRs”) and other documentation to
understand the development of these sites. Table 1 below is a summary of the
timeline of events from these records related to the construction of the housing
projects:
Table 1: Housing Project Construction Timeline
Date
Apr 8, 2009

May 6, 2009

May 19, 2009

May 26, 2009

May 29, 2009

Jun 23, 2009

Sep 9, 2009

Event
Letter from CMHC re: 2007/2008 Project 13 Units.
The letter indicates that the 13 Units had not been
started.
Invoice 2009-001 from Wekatesk and related
documents referencing the construction of 13
homes at various locations on the Nation.
M. Sack and Pat Gehue ask for some work on the
new housing units; however, they don‟t get along
with the contractor, T. Maloney. According to the
minutes “after a lengthy discussion, an altercation
took place between Pat Gehue and Councillor
Thomas Maloney”.
Request for proposal to fill, fine grade, driveways
and landscaping for the ten new homes constructed
in SFN. The bid form documents are available for
pick up commencing on May 26, 2009 with a
closing date and time of May 29, 2009 at 11:00 am.
Bid proposal from Sack‟s Excavating bidding
$60,220 for RFP-09-01, for fill, fine grade,
driveways, landscaping of 10 new homes.
Council requests an update on the 10 housing units
under T. Maloney‟s direction. The minutes state
that Gary [Richard] will give Council the breakdown
of the budget for these 10 units at the next meeting.
According to the minutes there is no reference to
the follow up.
The first 10 housing units are completed and the
next 13 are ready to go. Council passed a motion
to put the 13 housing units on hold for 2 weeks until
a project management contract with T. Maloney is
completed. J. Hayes was to meet with T. Maloney
to discuss the details.
Quote from Wekatesk for upgrades for heating to
the 13 Unit Project.
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Date
Dec 15, 2009

Dec 16, 2009

Jan 5, 2010
Feb 2, 2010

Feb 23, 2010

Mar 16, 2010

Mar 17, 2010

Event
T. Maloney provided an update on the construction
of the 13 homes. The major concern was that the
13 houses would not be finished by March 31,
2010, as it was determined that they had completed
48% of the construction, and CMHC stated that all
homes were to be completed by March 31. T.
Maloney stated several times that the houses will
be completed on time.
The question of a contract was raised and the
minutes reflect the confirmation of the Chief that a
contract was signed. It is assumed that the minutes
are referring to a contract between T. Maloney and
SFN. If there was a contract, none was readily
identified.
BCR to request an Accountable Advance for 75%
funding of the capital costs of two (2) housing units.
Capital costs are budgeted at $265,650.
J. Hayes presented a BCR requiring signatures to
obtain 75% capital funding for two special houses.
Concerns were raised regarding the status of the 13
house project. T. Maloney was summoned to the
council meeting, however, it is not noted if he
attended or what discussion was held.
The housing / funding situation was worked out with
CMHC and the expected end date of the project
had been extended to June 2010. The contractor
[T. Maloney] on these new homes had made a
complaint that there is a cash flow problem. The
minutes refer to a letter from the contractor and
funding to be obtained from the First Nation
Infrastructure Fund. The funding reference is
attributed to J. Hayes.
T. Maloney raised concerns regarding the bank
hold times on cheques and he indicated he could
not say when the homes would be completed.
The funding agreement between CMHC and SFN
was extended; however, the agreement between T.
Maloney and SFN was not amended, nor extended.
T. Maloney indicated in a letter “Council
Interference” is claimed as a delay.
BCR – Request to administer the 2009/2010
housing program including funding for a CMHC
capital loan in the amount of $180,200 for the
construction of two (2) housing units. The
remaining cost of $85,450 is to be funded by SFN
from Band funds. The total budget was $265,650.
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Date
Mar 17, 2010

Jul 6, 2010

Jul 6, 2010

Jul 28, 2010

May 3, 2011

Event
BCR – Request to administer the 2009/2010
housing program including funding for a CMHC
capital loan in the amount of $362,420 for the
construction of four (4) housing units. The
remaining budgeted cost of $100,000 is to be
funded by SFN from band funds. The total budget
was $462,420.
BCR – This BCR appears to be identical to BCR
2009-2010-027. It is assumed that this BCR is
referring to the same two houses.
BCR – This BCR appears to be identical to BCR
2009-2010-028. It is assumed that this BCR is
referring to the same four houses.
BCR – Request to administer the 2010/2011
housing program including funding for a CMHC
capital loan in the amount of $189,190.00 for the
construction of two (2) housing units. The
remaining budgeted cost of $50,000 is to be funded
by SFN from Band funds. The total budget was
$239,190.
J. Hayes states money is being held by CMHC for 4
houses to be completed and there are 2
foundations that need houses built. Council
reached a consensus that they need to find
someone to build the houses and that they should
put the houses up to tender.

Reference
BCR 2009-2010028 (refer
Exhibit 9)

BCR 2009-2010040 (refer
Exhibit 10)
BCR 2009-2010041 (refer
Exhibit 11)
BCR 2009-2010042 (refer
Exhibit 12)

Council Minutes

2.7

It is assumed that Wekatesk Invoice 2009-001 represents the 13 Unit Project and
therefore identifies the addresses of the properties.

2.8

The BCR‟s for funding of the new housing units requires the Council to open a
separate bank account and/or a separate and distinct record of accounting. The
account is to be known as the Shubenacadie Housing Trust Account. Based upon
our review of the records, we did not identify a separate bank account for these
capital projects. The construction costs appear to be coded to specific general
ledger codes however, the reference back to a specific project is not clear.

2.9

MNP interviewed T. Maloney who was involved in the construction of the 10 and
13 Unit Projects under review. During the interview he advised of the following:


T. Maloney was the manager for the construction of the 10 houses at various
locations throughout the Nation. He, through his company Wekatesk,
constructed the next 13 houses;



On the original 10 houses, he had “CJs Excavation” dig the basements and
then put in the footings but the work was so shoddy that it had to be redone at
the demand of a CMHC inspector. He indicated that M. Sack charged the
Band $87,000-$90,000 for the work then another contractor had to be called
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in to do the work properly.
$95,000 per unit;

He indicated that he built the 10 houses for



He constructed the next 13 houses under contract to the Band.
He
completed the houses, but the Band still owes him money for the
construction. MNP requested documentation from Thomas Maloney to
support the amount owing to him and have not been provided it at the time of
the Report. MNP was provided a copy of the statement of claim by
T.Maloney which refers only to an unpaid balance of $120,100 outstanding for
work completed on the construction of houses. The statement of claim does
not specify any of the conditions of the construction project;



He believes that additional costs were recorded to the housing project which
increased the overall cost. He stated that CMHC draws, percentage of
completion and documents indicate that he was under budget for the
construction. Documents supporting this assertion were requested, but to
date, not received; and,



M. Sack constructed six (6) houses in 2011 after the 13 houses were finished.
T. Maloney indicated that M. Sack‟s unit cost was $120,000 to $150,000.

Reconciliation of Homes Planned and Built
2.10 As noted above, overall budgets or project files documenting the five (5) housing
projects totalling 31 homes between 2009 and 2012 were not found. Based upon
the available documentation we summarized the planned projects in Schedule 1 to
this Appendix. The total planned cost for 21 of the 31 houses is approximately
$2.2 million. We did not find reference to a BCR or quotes for the 10 units built by
or under the supervision of T. Maloney in 2009/2010.
2.11 Schedule 2 is a summary of the costs associated with Capitalized housing as
compiled from the general ledgers with adjustments and disclosed in the Audited
Financial Statements. The amount capitalized in the Period of Review is $3.4
million however, this includes retro fits, apartment renovations and a project
described as Browns Flats Extension. The amounts paid to contractors and
suppliers are not referenced to a specific project code therefore a comparison of
budgeted costs to actual costs cannot be reasonably determined with the available
documents. However, in comparing the two schedules we note the following:


Capital expenditures are split between Band Housing and Community
Housing for financial statement disclosure, however, the reasoning behind
this split is not described in the records;



The average planned cost per house increased approximately 34% between
the 13 Unit Project in 2009 and the 2 Unit - Brown Flats project in 2010;
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Approximately $407,000 was spent on a project described as “1200 foot
Browns Flats Extension” which we understand to be an extension of the road.
This amount was billed by Sack‟s Excavating in three invoices. Although the
amounts were paid to Sack‟s Excavating they were recorded as paid to
Sack‟s Contracting in the general ledger;



The memo entries in the general ledger accounts amounts associated with
the Browns Flats and Ross Road projects reference 12 houses rather than
the planned 8 houses. The addresses of the referenced homes are listed in
Schedule 1;



Several invoices from Sack‟s Excavating refer to the 13 Unit Project, but the
location of the work is not listed on the invoice and therefore cannot be
matched to those listed on the Wekatesk Invoice 2009-001;



It is not known why BCR‟s 2009-2010-027 and 028 were duplicated in July
2010. We assume that BCR‟s 2009-2010-040 and 041 were the copies
submitted to INAC based upon the stamp shown on the document; and,



M. Sack‟s signature appears on all BCR‟s referenced in the Table 1 above.
Therefore, he was a party to authorizing the expenditure of funds to his own
business. Records evidencing a proposal process for awarding the work
were not found. With the exception of BCR 2009-2010-016 there is no
mention of the BCR‟s in the Council Minutes, therefore, no mention of M.
Sack removing himself from the meetings where the housing projects were
discussed.

2.12 Further discussion with respect to the amounts expended to build the planned 31
homes, during the Period of Review, are included in Section 4 of this Appendix.
2.13 The discussions in the Council Minutes indicate the projects require more hands
on management by the Housing Manager or designated person to prepare
budgets, better track progress and completion of the projects. Due to the reporting
requirements connected to government funding, an established process is needed
to meet these requirements and reduce the amount of work to report at the end of
the project.
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3

HOUSING REPAIRS AND RENOVATIONS PROCESSES

3.1

The Housing Department coordinated and facilitated repairs and renovations of
homes on the SFN lands. These are homes owned by SFN with Band members as
tenants. We understand that certain repairs, maintenance and renovations are the
responsibility of SFN and therefore the Council. The work is performed by SFN
employees and external contractors as required.

3.2

There are no written policies and procedures setting out how requests by tenants
are processed. Therefore, we conducted a high level review of the processes in
place for initiating and executing housing repairs and renovations. The following
summary is based upon interviews and review of available documentation.

3.3

Requests for repairs and renovations by tenants are typically made by either
attending the Housing front desk in the Band office or by telephone. Information
on the type of repair is recorded by the staff member at the Housing front desk in a
database developed in Housing (“Housing database”). The Housing database was
developed using Microsoft Access.

3.4

The Housing database assigns a unique identification number once the request is
entered. The staff member records the person‟s name, address, contact
information and type of repair needed (i.e. plumbing, electrical, carpentry etc). The
information is then forwarded to the Housing Coordinator for the work to be
dispatched. There was no indication if requests are addressed on a first come, first
served basis or rated by urgency. Based upon various discussions, we understand
that emergency situations were addressed, but there is no apparent measure of
response times or status reports.

3.5

Requests for repairs and renovations were generally documented by a work order
or purchase order. Work orders were used for larger repairs and where time and
materials were involved, whereas purchase orders were used for the purchase of
supplies that were paid for directly by SFN. Both documents are required to be
reviewed and signed as authorized by the Housing Manager prior to submission to
the Finance Department for payment.
Work Orders

3.6

A PDF document is created based on the information entered into the Housing
database and e-mailed to the Housing Coordinator to be checked off and
dispatched. When the work is completed in-house, no work order is generated;
however, when the work is completed using a contractor a work order should be
completed.
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3.7

D. Gloade stated during his interview that work orders were signed at the repair
site and then used to generate an invoice for payment. He stated that he was not
involved with approving all of the work orders because of a potential conflict of
interest due to his employment with M. Sack.
GLOADE:

... we just sign their work order books there … It‟s the same thing as what
I did if I did work for Inland. I didn‟t get a PO first. I‟d come in, they call
me to do the work and I‟d go in and do the work and I‟d write it all up and
I‟d say I used X amount of material, they could go look before they signed
it, they trusted me, it was nice and they would sign off on whoever the
supervisor was. I‟d give them their copy. I‟d take my copy, write up an
invoice and get paid. So that‟s basically the same system.

MCCORMACK: And now the system now with you in terms of approvals on work orders
and T and Ms and that. Is that only you that has the approval level on
that?
GLOADE:

No. No. Um. Um. T & Ms for Sack‟s, I don‟t get involved with at all, like
I have to trust somebody else to handle that cause it‟s a conflict of
interest and you‟re going to say well that doesn‟t make sense, I‟ll get to
that in a sec, „cause we‟re just running around here. POs, if they‟re small
POs for a light bulb or something like that, I just sign the work order book
like, or the PO book. So Nicole, will sign the PO, and then I go in and
initial them. And I review them to see holy crap someone just put in a
five hundred dollar order for a deck. Who approved this? Why are we
doing this? If someone‟s getting a light bulb, I‟m not going to get all antsy

3.8

We were advised that work orders are per-numbered and tracked; however, D.
Gloade did not elaborate on how they are tracked. Housing receives the work
order books from the Finance Department. Not all work orders come from
Housing. Some contractors and other workers use their own work orders.

3.9

In addition, Housing may lend the worker some tools because some workers do
not have their own tools and materials. It is not known how the tools are tracked
when loaned to an external contractor.

3.10 Although work orders are required for external contractors we were advised that
this rule did not apply to M. Sack Companies. Work performed by M. Sack‟s
Companies was not subject to pre-approval or the completion of a work order. D.
Gloade described the arrangement as a “standing offer” however there was no
documentation or contract to show what arrangements were in place and who
approved them. It is not clear if the work assigned to M. Sack‟s Companies was
dispatched in the same way as other work. Nor is it clear if other contractors were
given the opportunity to quote on work conducted by M. Sack‟s Companies.
Based upon the information known to date it cannot be determined if the work
invoiced by M. Sack‟s Companies was allocated fairly or fairly priced.
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Purchase Orders
3.11 Housing uses pre-numbered purchase orders for purchases of materials and
furnishings from local hardware and furniture stores. Materials could only be
purchased with a purchase order; except for small inexpensive items, such as light
bulbs. Purchase orders books are filed in N. Paul‟s office. She would generally
complete and sign the purchase orders and have them initialled by D. Gloade. We
understand the purchase orders were also entered into the Housing database for
tracking purposes.
Invoicing
3.12 Supplier invoices were received by either the Housing Coordinator or N. Paul for
repair work completed. According to D. Gloade the invoices were then reviewed
and approved by V. Maloney, who verifies the work has been completed. It is not
clear how he verifies the work completed. We note that without an initial work
order or estimate, there is no documentation to show what was originally intended
for repair versus what was invoiced.
3.13 D. Gloade stated he does not sign off on the invoices; however, he believes a lot of
the invoices go to the Finance Department for review.
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4

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Housing Construction Projects

4.1

Band and community housing construction costs are capitalized and reported on
the Schedule of Tangible Capital Assets to the Audited Financial Statements. A
summary of those capital costs grouped by general ledger account coding are
summarized in Table 2 below:
Table 2: Summary of Capitalized Housing Construction Costs
Project
10 Unit Project
13 Unit Project
2009 6 Band Homes
4 Units - Brown Flats
(2 Brown Flats / 2
Ross)
2 Energuide Units Browns Flats
Brown Flats Extension
Retrofits and
Renovations
Total

4.2

4.3

2010
$ 399,022
1,216,596
163,911

2011
1,500
401,103
-

2012
-

Total
400,522
1,617,699
163,911

43,002

121,495

24,127

188,624

-

407,504

295,249
-

295,249
407,504

23,704
$1,846,235

350,008
1,281,610

319,376

373,712
3,447,221

According to the financial statements and review of the Quickbooks general ledger
we note the following:


The account coding does not necessarily match to the BCR‟s and references
in the Council Minutes, therefore a comparison of planned to actual costs
cannot be reasonably determined with the available documents; and,



Matching of funding to the capital costs is not readily apparent. However, the
auditors prepare a final capital cost audit that is submitted on those projects
where funding (i.e. CMHC) was received.

Based upon concerns raised about the cost of construction we reviewed the
general ledger detail and relevant supplier invoices with respect to the amounts
charged by vendors. We have addressed our findings by project as listed in Table
2.
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10 Unit Project (Account 5870)
4.4

This project was started prior to the Period of Review, accordingly we have not
reviewed transactions prior to April 1, 2009 and the total of approximately
$400,000 shown in Table 2 does not represent the total cost for the 10 units. With
respect to transactions in fiscal 2010 and 2011, we note that the amounts paid out
are related to individuals and what appears to be finishing of the houses. The
most significant vendors were:






Stewiacke Building Centres
Sack‟s Contracting (Sacks Excavating)
J.D. Henderson Plumbing & Heating
S. Sorensen Electric Co. Ltd.
Berry‟s Furniture Ltd.

$175,058
93,774
77,419
51,912
37,683

4.5

The total amount charged to Account 5870 in 2010 was $529,022. This amount
was adjusted by $130,000 for a prior year accrual.

4.6

The memo description in the 2010 general ledger was consistently “10 Unit”. In
September 2010 (Fiscal 2011), $1,500 was paid to John Juan Siding &
Contracting. The memo description says “3 out of 13 homes”, therefore it appears
that the charge should have been grouped with the 13 Unit Project. This was the
only amount applied to the account in 2011.

4.7

The amounts paid to Stewiacke Building Centres is made up of four cheques. A
search of the General Ledger detail did not provide a link to specific invoices. The
payments were on account however, without a reconciliation or further information
it is not known if the amounts were for supplies placed in the 10 homes. The four
cheques are listed as follows:

4.8



Cheque 76532 for $40,000 on April 1, 2009;



Cheque 17858 for $48,000 on May 8, 2009;



Cheque 19840 for $71,579.72 on July 10, 2009; and,



Cheque 19841 for $15,478.39 on July 10, 2009.

The amounts recorded as Sack‟s Contracting were six invoices submitted by
Sack‟s Excavating. It is unknown why the name in the general ledger does not
reflect the company who invoiced SFN. The six invoices are summarized in
Schedule 3 attached to this Appendix and documentation for the four larger
transactions are attached as Exhibit 13. We note the following with respect to
these invoices:


The description for work performed on the larger invoices is general in nature;
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The total amount paid for landscaping was $61,540 as compared to the
contract amount of $60,220, noted in Table 1, Exhibit 5. The invoices did not
refer to any change orders;



All invoices were approved by J. Hayes. There were no work orders attached
to the invoices and it is not clear if someone from housing approved the work
or confirmed completion of the work; and,



On invoices 2009-128 and 2009-130 requested by “Chief & Council” there is a
second initial which has not been identified. These invoices are vague in
description and we found no reference in the Council Minutes directing this
work.
Accordingly these invoices totaling $30,975 are considered
questionable.

13 Unit Project (Account 5871)
4.9

The first transaction recorded to Account 5871 for this project in Fiscal 2010 was a
cheque to Wekatesk dated May 7, 2009 and the last transaction was an invoice
from Stewiacke Building Centers on March 2, 2011. Significant vendors on this
project were as follows:







Wekatesk
Ezee Enviro Direct
Sack‟s Contracting (Sacks Excavating)
Richibucto Furniture 2000 Ltd.
Chester CR Johnson
J.D. Henderson Plumbing & Heating

1,402,192
86,234
70,740
42,290
20,649
20,035

4.10 The payments to Wekatesk related to draws on the quoted amount of $1,290,570,
inclusive of $21,070 in upgrades. Of the quoted amount SFN paid $1,227,095. In
addition amounts totalling $228,078 were billed for work described as O&M, extras
and change orders. With the exception of the last three invoices in March and July
of 2010, all of the additional amounts billed by Wekatesk were paid. The
Wekatesk documents, attached as Exhibit 14, indicate that an amount of
$115,550 ($63,475 + $52,075) is owed as of July 16, 2010. We note that $25,390
is attributed to an assessed “default penalty”. We have not reviewed the invoices
or assessed if the amount claimed by Wekatesk is owed. Based upon the
amounts recorded, the average cost per house billed by Wekatesk was $107,000.
Costs attributed to other vendors would add to this amount.
4.11 We reviewed the Sack‟s Excavating (recorded as Sack‟s Contracting) invoices
recorded to this project. They are summarized in Schedule 4 and attached as
Exhibit 15. We note the following with respect to these invoices:


The work performed under invoice 2009-131 is not clear. Although the
invoice indicates that the work was requested by Chief and Council there is
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no mention of the work in the Council Minutes. Due to the lack of
authorization from Council this invoice is considered questionable;


Invoice 2009-170 relates to the home of Lyn Sack, a location that is not listed
on the Wekatesk listing of the 13 homes to be built; and,



Invoice 2010-01 for $28,512 refers to a New Ross house and therefore it is
allocated to the incorrect account. Homes built on New Ross Road during
this time were recorded to Account 5895.

2009 6 Band Homes (Account 5873)
4.12 The first transaction recorded to Account 5873 for this project in Fiscal 2010 was
an invoice from Central Home Improvements Warehouse dated November 13,
2009 and the last transaction was an invoice from Stewiacke Building Centers
recorded as March 31, 2010. Significant vendors on this project were as follows:




Sack‟s Contracting (Sacks Excavating)
John Marr
Central Home Improvements Warehouse

$106,894
13,838
10,416

4.13 We reviewed the two Sack‟s Excavating (recorded as Sack‟s Contracting) invoices
recorded to this project. They are summarized in Schedule 5 and attached as
Exhibit 16. We note the following with respect to these invoices:


The work performed under invoice 2009-179 is for the extension of the Brown
Flats road and was requested by Operations and Maintenance. Therefore, it
appears to be incorrectly recorded to the housing account;



Invoice 2009-179 in the amount of $15,167, dated December 2, 2009 is for
the “extension on the new sub-division road down Brown Flats”. Other
charges for the extension have been recorded to Account 5881. It is
important that all costs be recorded to the designated account so that a full
reconciliation of the cost of the project can be easily reviewed; and,



The invoices do not refer to a contract or quote.
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4 Units - Brown Flats (2 Brown Flats / 2 Ross) and 2 Energuide 80 Homes
(Accounts 5881, 5882, 5895 and 5900)
4.14 Due to the recording of transactions we have addressed the expenditures grouped
as the 4 Units and 2 Energuide Homes together. Transactions related to these
projects started in Fiscal 2011 and continued throughout Fiscal 2012. According to
Michael Paul, the current Housing Manager, these homes are complete.
Significant vendors on these projects were as follows:








Sack‟s Contracting (Sacks Excavating)
Central Home Improvements Warehouse
Stewiacke Building Centres
Barclay‟s Heating & Contracting
Vernon Maloney Sr.
Andrew J. Maloney
Gloade Electrical

$280,227
47,976
60,607
20,460
14,360
13,464
11,168

4.15 We reviewed the records for the transactions related to Sack‟s Contracting and
they are summarized in Schedule 6. We note the following with respect to these
transactions:


With the exception of Invoice 12032012 brflfinal for $130,000 (refer Exhibit
17), invoices supporting the transactions were not found;



Invoice 12032012 brflfinal bears a manual notation that identifies the 2
Energuide homes as 146 and 150 Brown Flats Rd. These two addresses are
referred to in CMHC‟s list of projects as project 19-042-787-009 (“Project
009”); and,



The payment on September 1, 2011 for $120,000 does not reference to an
invoice. We have necessarily relied on the general ledger memo notation to
allocate this payment to the 2 Energuide homes. Further documentation is
required to verify the nature of the payment.

4.16 Based upon the records located and payments recorded to March 31, 2012, the 4
Units – Brown Flats and 2 Energuide Homes cost an average of $80,6451. This
amount appears low. Based solely on the description of the invoice and payments
to Sacks Excavating, this company billed SFN $250,000 for the 2 Energuide
homes, therefore $125,000 each. Although there are other costs recorded to
Account 5900 identified as “2 Units Energuide” the addresses in the memo portion
of the entry do not match those shown on the Sacks Excavating invoice and
Project 009.

1

Calculated as $188,624 (4 Unit – Brown Flats) plus $295,249 (2 Energuide Homes) equals $483,873,
divided by 6 homes.
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4.17 Assuming that the cost of the 2 Energuide homes is $250,000 then the remaining
cost would be associated with the 4 Units – Brown Flats. If this were the case then
the cost per unit for this project would be $58,468 as of March 31, 2012. This
amount appears very low. We considered the possibility that expenses coded to
Account 5873 - 2009 6 Band Homes belong in this category, however that would
mean that amounts were expended prior to the BCR‟s authorizing the funding were
signed. Based upon the current documentation we cannot conclude on the cost of
these six homes.
4.18 T. Maloney indicated that he was on budget for the completion of the house and
that the documentation he received from J. Hayes supports this. He indicated that
expenses incurred by M. Sack were moved to his budget and then demonstrated
that he was over budget. MNP has not been provided with this documentation to
confirm these contentions.
Brown Flats Extension (Account 5881)
4.19 The Brown Flats Extension cost of $407,504 is made up of three invoices from
Sack‟s Excavating (recorded as Sack‟s Contracting). They are summarized in
Schedule 7 and attached as Exhibit 18. We note the following with respect to
these transactions:


The manual notations on the cheque requisition to pay invoice 2010012 show
that a new general ledger code was set up for this project and that payment
was to be timed with the receipt of funding. The type of funding is not
identified;



J. Hayes approved the payment of invoices 2010012 and 20110036. The
document does not bear a sign-off from the Operations and Maintenance
Manager or reference to a contract;



The second invoice, #2011018 dated January 17, 2011 in the amount of
$27,630 has not been located; and,



Invoice 20110036 in the amount of $113,962 was paid by cheque 41269 on
April 13, 2011.

4.20 In reconciling the payments to Sack‟s Excavating, a further payment of $113,964
was located. Cheque 44126, issued to Sack‟s Contracting and dated July 29,
2011 is not shown on the vendor list and there is no reference to an invoice. The
memo description is “Brown Flats Extension” and the payment was coded to
Account 1670 Paving Project in Fiscal 2012. It is not known why this payment was
not coded to Account 5881 with the rest of the paving and extension costs. As
there is no invoice to support this payment, it is considered questionable.
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4.21 Based upon the above analysis, we calculate the total cost of the 1,200 foot
extension to Brown Flats Road to March 31, 2012 to be $536,6362 therefore, a cost
of approximately $447.00 per foot. It is outside of our expertise to comment on the
reasonableness of this cost.
Retrofits and Renovations (Accounts 5872, 5874, 5885 and 5886)
4.22 The majority of the expense related to the Retrofits and Renovations was paid to
Stewiacke Building Centres. The largest invoice from Stewiacke Building Centres
was in the amount of $6,000. We understand that the purchases from Stewiacke
Building Centres were to be referenced to Purchase Orders but due to the number
of smaller transactions, we have not pursued reviewing these expenses further.
Housing Project Operations
4.23 Expenses for insurance, mortgage interest, professional fees, utilities and
administration were reported as expenses on Schedule 12 - Housing Projects, of
SFN‟s Audited Financial Statements (“Schedule 12”).
4.24 A summary of the Schedule 12 for the last three audits is shown in Table 3 below:
Table 3: Housing Project Operations Financial Summary
Revenues
CMHC Subsidies
Total Revenue
Expenses
Insurance
Interest on mortgages
Utilities and admin
Professional Fees
Total Expenses
Surplus (deficit)

$

$

2010

2011

2012

Total

255,105
255,105

246,474
246,474

179,143
179,143

680,722
680,722

104,269
79,383
37,463
7,000
228,115
26,990

129,208
105,895
42,000
7,200
284,303
(37,829)

119,715
124,181
42,000
6,750
292,646
(113,503)

353,192
309,459
121,463
20,950
805,064
(124,342)

4.25 According to Schedule 12 and Quickbooks general ledger we note the following:


SFN has incurred a deficit in two of the three years. It is our understanding
that CMHC Subsidies should effectively cover the operating expense of the
homes. The deficit in 2012 indicates that either the budgeting was not
accurate or there were unexpected variances in the expense; and,

2

Total cost is comprised of Account 5881 ($407,504) plus cheque 44126 ($113,964) and invoice 2009-179
from paragraph 4.13 ($15,168).
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The interest on mortgages has increased 56% from fiscal 2010 to 2012.
During the Period of Review, the total long-term debt, which are mortgages
received from CMHC and other financial institutions, increased by
approximately $100,000 from $3.8 million in 2010 to $3.9 million in 2012. In a
discussion with CIBC we understand that the mortgages held with them were
issued at Prime plus 3% and had a term of six months. At the time, there was
no attempt by the Finance Manager to negotiate a better rate or terms. The
result is added cost to the Nation.

Housing Repairs and Renovations
4.26 The funding and expenses related to non capital repairs and renovations were
reported on Schedule 4 - Capital and Housing of SFN‟s Audited Financial
Statements (“Schedule 4”). We note that certain expenses are described as
renovations. It is assumed that these expenses were not of a capital nature and
have therefore been expensed appropriately. Revenues were sourced from INAC,
insurance proceeds, CMHC Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program
(“RRAP”), CMHC CEAP and administrative income from CMHC projects.
Expenses generally related to contracted services, materials and labour. A
summary of Schedule 4 from the last three Audited Financial Statements is shown
in Table 4 below:
Table 4: Housing Repairs and Renovations Financial Summary
Revenues:
INAC
CMHC – CEAP
CMHC - RRAP
Admin Income - CMHC
Projects
Insurance proceeds
Total Revenue
Expenses:
Housing repairs and
maintenance
Salaries and benefits
Total Expenses
Surplus (deficit)

2010

2011

2012

Total

800,446
360,305
65,247
39,964

757,603
314,700
44,518
42,000

640,429
20,500
42,000

2,198,478
675,005
130,265
123,964

1,265,962

106,561
1,265,382

702,929

106,561
3,234,273

1,133,215

878,085

771,571

2,782,871

450,764
1,583,979
$ (318,017)

613,612
1,491,697
(226,315)

539,621
1,311,192
(608,263)

1,603,997
4,386,868
(1,152,595)

$

4.27 According to Schedule 4 of the Audited Financial Statements and Quickbooks
general ledger we note the following:


Every year SFN incurred a deficit which ranged from $226,000 to $608,000
indicating SFN was overspending each year and the current process for
repairing and renovating houses is not economically viable;
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SFN received $99,000 in insurance proceeds from Zurich Insurance for a fire
at a member‟s house. The project to rebuild the house was performed by
Sack‟s Contracting, totaling $124,000; and,



In 2010 there were 1,723 transactions recorded to Account 5832 – Housing
Repairs and Renovations with an average amount of $451. The largest
invoice expensed to this account in 2010 was $29,839 paid to CJS
Excavating for what is described as “re-locating Trailers (3)”. We understand
that these trailers were on the Wallace Hills property so it is not apparent why
the expense was recorded in Housing. A second invoice, 2009-72 from CJS
Excavating in the amount of $18,500 was also for moving trailers. Therefore
a total of $48,339 was paid to move trailers in 2010.

4.28 To date there has not been a concern raised with respect to the salaries and
benefits paid to the Housing employees. Accordingly, we have not examined them
for this Report.
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5

J. HAYES HOME

5.1

We have been advised that M. Sack built the home situated at 22 Kittiwake Road,
Halibut Bay, Nova Scotia which belonged to J. Hayes during the Period of Review.
The house was built in and around the summer of 2011, and concerns were raised
with respect to the use of SFN funds to build the house. Specifically, could
materials and labour used to build the house have been billed through an M. Sack
Company to SFN?

5.2

Stewiacke Building Centre advised that no purchases for SFN had been delivered
to 22 Kittiwake Road.

5.3

We note that many invoices from Sack‟s Excavating, Sack‟s Contracting and
Castone Construction do not contain details with respect to labour, materials and
the site worked.

5.4

In an interview with J. Hayes we asked how his home was built and he confirmed
that it was built by M. Sack, however he did not identify the specific company. With
respect to how M. Sack was paid for the construction and the potential that the
cost could have been charged through to SFN. Excerpts from the J. Hayes
interview with respect to this question are provided below:
MCCORMACK: Okay. The, have you ever been concerned that the materials that were
used to build your house were actually charged to the band?
HAYES:

Did I have any concerns?

MCCORMACK: Yeah.
HAYES:

No geez I hope not. Well are you telling me they were?

MCCORMACK: I don't know that's what I‟m asking, I'm wondering, I'm wondering if during
the course . . .
HAYES:

(Talk over) They could very well have been because I find out, I have to
jump ahead but I find . . .

MCCORMACK: (Talk over) Yeah absolutely.
HAYES:

. . . out later on that he didn‟t even, I shouldn‟t say he, the contractor
didn‟t even set up anything to cover his cost to build that house until he
got my draws kind of, now whether he‟s so rich he can do that is, I have
no idea.

MCCORMACK: Sorry when you‟re talking about the contractor . . .
HAYES:

(Talk over) Mike.

MCCORMACK: . . . you‟re talking about Mike Sack?
HAYES:

Mike, yeah.
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MCCORMACK: So in your mind, I mean I'm not, I, one of the things that I'm trying to get
to the bottom of with the house is one, we're wondering whether the
building supplies would have been charged through the band . . .
HAYES:

They could have very well been.

MCCORMACK: Okay.
HAYES:

But I would have no idea and I'd never pick up on that.

MCCORMACK: Just because of the way the Housing, how busy Housing is or how much
...
HAYES:

No. Well that's part of it but also the fellow that ran Housing also
combined or sold his electrical company to Mike Sack and worked for
Mike Sack at the same time.

MCCORMACK: Dana.
HAYES:

Yeah so the two people there and it could have been, he could have
been covering the costs to build that house through whatever, which
goes back the original Housing guy that Gary Richards and I got rid of
because he was doing the same thing, he was charging off his home
repairs and other people‟s homes through Housing.

MCCORMACK: Who was the original guy? I . . .
HAYES:

Oh . . .

MCCORMACK: . . . don‟t know if I remember that name.
HAYES:

(Talk over) . . . Gabe somebody. Gabe, I forget his last name.

MCCORMACK: Ohhh, yeah okay. Yeah I have, I remember seeing that name
somewhere.
HAYES:

So the thought or the idea of Mike Sack‟s construction company charging
off his cost through Housing could very well have happened but I would
not pick up on that because all Housing things were approved in
Housing, and the only thing that came across were invoices approved by
the head of Housing . . .

MCCORMACK: Right.
HAYES:

. . . and then we just coded them and paid the bill so yeah I have no idea
whether he was doing that or not.

5.5

In a further interview, J. Hayes advised that he had paid Sack‟s Contracting
between $130,000 to $140,000 to build the house with money drawn from a
mortgage. Excerpts from the interview addressing this question are as follows:
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MCCORMACK: Well I did land titles, like we had to like we did the land titles on it and all
the, usually the land titles all show the, like all the mortgage documents
and all the rest of it, and it doesn‟t show up on your land titles documents.
HAYES:

I just looked at them about an hour ago. Well there is one, three hundred
and fifty.

MCCORMACK: So . . .
HAYES:

I can get you that, I mean . . .

MCCORMACK: . . . so you still have an existing . . .
HAYES:

Oh yeah.

MCCORMACK: . . . mortgage . . .
HAYES:

Oh no, no, I don‟t have an existing.

MCCORMACK: Okay so the mortgage is paid off?
HAYES:

Well I . . .

MCCORMACK: (Talk over) Or . . .
HAYES:

. . . I only paid, it was three hundred and fifty grand for . . .

MCCORMACK: Yeah.
HAYES:

. . . to build the house.

MCCORMACK: Right.
HAYES:

I paid out maybe I don't know a hundred and thirty, a hundred and forty to
Sack‟s Construction . . .

MCCORMACK: Right.
HAYES:

. . . and then . . .

MCCORMACK: (Talk over) And that came out of, that came out of the mortgage?
HAYES:

Mortgage funds, that's correct.

MCCORMACK: Okay.
HAYES:

And then when the band said goodbye to me . . .

MCCORMACK: Yeah.
HAYES:

. . . I went to the lawyer‟s the next day or two days later and said, that's
when Sack and I did the deal saying look it, if I'm not working anywhere
how the hell am I gonna be able to pay for interest on a mortgage
etcetera etcetera etcetera all the way down the line . . .

MCCORMACK: Right.
HAYES:

. . . so that's when Mike and I did the separate agreement through those
lawyers in Truro . . .

MCCORMACK: Okay.
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HAYES:

. . . stating that either he paid out the mortgage or whatever he did I have
no idea but the bank agreed saying okay we‟ll take the mortgage out of
my name, Mike builds the house and then I have the option to go in, rent
it for a year to two years and with, and hopefully get my feet on the
ground then turn around buy the house back, mortgage it whatever . . .

MCCORMACK: Right.
HAYES:

. . . Mike gets his money and then we're gone.

5.6

The assessed value of the home for 2013 is $420,100 (refer Exhibit 19). In
examining the costs to build the home we have found records which indicate that J.
Hayes drew down approximately $140,000 on the mortgage which is supported by
the sale price of $144,000 on February 16, 2012 when the house and mortgage
were transferred to M. Sack. It is beyond our area of expertise to estimate if the
house could have been built for $140,000, as suggested by the mortgage draw
down. These amounts do not include the purchase of the land which was
approximately $110,000.

5.7

Based upon our discussions with J. Hayes and other third parties we estimate that
the house was built in the summer of 2011 which would mean the costs borne by
SFN, if any, would likely be recorded in Fiscal 2012. Based upon our examination
of the records to date we have not identified any specific payments or invoices that
could be attributed to the construction of J. Hayes‟s house.
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6

POTENTIAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST

6.1

As noted in the Background section of this appendix, concerns were raised
regarding conflicts of interest involving D. Gloade and M. Sack due to their
positions with the Band and business relationship.
D. Gloade and Gloade Electrical

6.2

A potential conflict of interest was identified during our interview with D. Gloade
when he stated that he had performed electrical work for Housing under his
company Gloade Electrical. He advised that once he committed to SFN as the
Housing Manager, he perceived this as a conflict of interest and sold his trucks
with tools, supplies and customer base to M. Sack. However, he retained his
company. We understand D. Gloade worked part-time for Sack‟s Contracting while
working at SFN. D. Gloade stated he spent 50% of his time at each job and
received 50% pay from Housing. There was no disclosure in the Council Minutes
that D. Gloade was a vendor/contractor to SFN.
D. Gloade

6.3

During the Period of Review, D. Gloade received payments totalling $22,027, from
Housing that were expensed to Schedule 4. These payments were for travel and
reimbursements of expenditures for a computer, dehumidifier, cell phone and
materials. The travel allowance appears to have been $350 per month. The cost
of the computer was $2,014 and reimbursed with cheque 47244 on January 12,
2011.

6.4

We have not obtained or reviewed the supporting documents for the above
reimbursements. Therefore, we cannot comment on the description or approval of
the expenses.

6.5

In addition to the expenses, D. Gloade was paid a salary of $1,200 every two
weeks until September 2, 2010 when it was decreased to $600. On April 11, 2012,
his salary was returned to $1,200 every two weeks until his resignation. The last
payment to D. Gloade was January 16, 2013.

6.6

When comparing the dates of invoices from Gloade Electrical and Sack‟s
Contracting to the salary payments, they show that D. Gloade was working for the
vendors.
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Gloade Electrical
6.7

Gloade Electrical, a Nova Scotia Limited company, was incorporated on August 4,
2006. D. Gloade is listed as the company‟s Director and President/Secretary and
according to the corporate search the company status was revoked for nonpayment in October 2011 (refer Exhibit 20). Although D. Gloade advised that he
sold his vehicles and client list for Gloade Electrical to M. Sack; we note that
Gloade Electrical Labour and Materials Records (“LMR”) were attached to Sack‟s
Contracting invoices.

6.8

MNP interviewed M. Sack in regards to his relationship with D. Gloade and Gloade
Electrical. M. Sack explained that he had purchased D. Gloade‟s electrical
business and that D. Gloade currently works for him.
The employment
arrangement between M. Sack and D. Gloade is not known.
MCCORMACK: I know that you work with Dana Gloade and Gloade Electric. How does
that sort of work with you with Gloade Electric and then your company
and terms of doing electrical and plumbing work on the houses?

SACK:

6.9

(Talk over) Well Dana works for me now. I guess some people
just get tired of doing their own work, paperwork, billing the stuff,
so he does project managing for us and I kinda bought out his
electrical part, not the company name but the electrical and his
electricians work for me. Dana works for me. Plumbing was the
same I just kind of brought a plumber on, he brought a helper with
him and stuff and so there is two electricians. Now there‟s more
'cause we have another guy that we brought on so there‟s three
electricians, two plumbers. Right?

We identified payments to Gloade Electrical in the general ledger starting on or
before July 8, 2008 and continuing until November 1, 2010. Payments to Gloade
Electrical during the Period of Review totalled $129,837 with $82,182 expensed in
Schedule 4. Based upon available documents, D. Gloade was invoicing SFN for
electrical services after he became the Housing Manager.

6.10 From our review of 36 of 104 invoices we noted the following:


There was no signature on the LMR to indicate the work was completed in a
satisfactory manner. Examples of these documents are attached as Exhibit
21 and Exhibit 22;



On a few occasions the LMR included the following notes: “knocked on door,
waited, knocked on back door waited, went to vehicle waited, no one home”.
SFN was billed 30 minutes in labour for each instance as shown on example
Invoice 9722 attached as Exhibit 23; and,
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Charges for materials were listed on invoices; however, the LMR had no
listing or prices of the materials purchased and no supporting documentation
or receipt was attached, as shown on example Invoice 9745 attached as
Exhibit 24.

M. Sack and M. Sack Companies
6.11 Another potential conflict was identified regarding M. Sack‟s Companies due to M.
Sack‟s role as a Councillor during a portion of the Period of Review. It is our
understanding that M. Sack was a Councillor for SFN from June 13, 2009 to
September 23, 2010 and again since November 2, 2012 (refer Exhibit 25).
During the period M. Sack was a Councillor, his companies were billing SFN for
services and it is not clear if the services were performed under contract or with the
full knowledge of the Council members.
6.12 During the Period of Review a total of $1,546,336 in expenses in Housing were
attributed to M. Sack Companies. $983,335 of the total was expensed in Capital
Projects and $563,002 in repairs and renovations. Table 5 is a summary of the
expenses recorded in Schedule 4 from M. Sack‟s Companies during the Period of
Review:
Table 5: Summary of Schedule 4 expenses related to M. Sack Companies:
Vendor / Payee
Sack‟s Contracting
Castone
Sack‟s Excavating
CJS Excavating
Total

2010
$ 12,399
115,564
18,500
$ 146,463

2011
$ 194,686
4,678
$ 199,364

2012
$ 195,131
22,044
$ 217,175

Total
$ 402,216
120,242
22,044
18,500
$ 563,002

Sack’s Contracting
6.13 Sack‟s Contracting was incorporated in Nova Scotia on January 7, 2010 and
Michael P. Sack is listed as the sole director and President (refer Exhibit 26).
6.14 During the Period of Review, we identified transactions totalling $402,216
expensed to Schedule 4. From our review of the Sack‟s Contracting invoices we
noted the following:


The descriptions of the services performed listed on the invoices often contain
insufficient detail to assist in determining what work was done and the
location. For example, the description on invoice 100159 for $19,400
attached as Exhibit 27 is “For survey services in various locations”. Invoice
descriptions often omit the number of hours, dates and location of the
services performed;
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The names of the employees listed on the LMRs are typically Ray, Mike and
Chad. On or about June 2011, the hourly rates of the employees increased
from $50.00hr to $55.00/hr for Ray and from $25.00/hr to $27.50/hr for Mike
and Chad. The reason for the increase in rates is not known;



The invoices of Sack‟s Contracting to SFN are generally in sequential order.
This may indicate that SFN was Sack‟s Contracting main customer;



Where LMRs are attached to invoices, a majority of them bear no signature to
indicate that the work was completed in a satisfactory manner. On a few
invoices, the authorized signature was „Chad‟. However, in those cases Chad
is also the employee who performed the work. We would expect the work to
be approved by an employee of SFN authorized to do so. Examples of these
documents are attached as Exhibit 28 and Exhibit 29;



Notes on the LMR included descriptions such as: “went and knocked on door,
waited around, knocked few times no answer … went back next day did the
same thing still no answer”. SFN was billed for 30 – 60 minutes in labour for
each instance as shown on example Invoice 05052011ib17 attached as
Exhibit 30; and,



Several of the Sack‟s Contracting invoices were not supported by LMRs. As
a result, the only evidence to support that the services were performed are
the invoices and there are no documents to support the number of hours
worked.

6.15 The lack of detail and supporting documents found in the records with respect to
Sack‟s Contracting is contrary to what would be expected from a non-arms length
vendor. In addition, the documents reviewed showed a lack of oversight from the
Housing Manager or other management at SFN with respect to the work
completed by Sack‟s Contracting for Housing. In contrast, there is documentation
indicating a review of work performed by Sack‟s Contracting under Operations and
Maintenance by Stephen Knockwood.
Castone
6.16 Castone, a Nova Scotia Limited company, was incorporated in November 2005
and according to its website, “has completed numerous commercial and residential
renovations projects including outdoor/indoor, complete projects, home building,
plumbing and electrical work.” The directors are listed as M. Sack and Dean R.
Shea. A corporate search is attached as Exhibit 31.
6.17 Invoices were found for all amounts totalling $120,242 related to Housing. Based
upon a review of the invoices and related documents we noted the following:


Quotes were found for Invoice 766 dated March 15, 2010, in the amount of
$29,748. Although quotes were found they were not dated, signed off by
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anyone at SFN and no indication that quotes were sought from other
contractors;


Work Orders were found for 12 out of 31 invoices and some invoices
referenced Purchase Order numbers. Work Orders representing $105,477
(77%) of the total invoiced were found and signed for approval of payment by
J. Hayes and who we assume to be D. Gloade; and,



The invoices provide no detail with respect to hours worked, rates or material
costs.

6.18 From our review of available documents we note that Work Orders were used for a
majority of the work performed by Castone. The Work Orders bear the signature
of J. Hayes and what appears to be the Housing Manager and are therefore
approved for payment. The individuals listed on the invoices have not been
interviewed to assist in verifying what work was done.
Sack’s Excavating
6.19 Sack‟s Excavating, a Nova Scotia Limited company, was incorporated in August
2010. M. Sack is listed as the company‟s Director, President and Secretary. A
corporate search is attached as Exhibit 32.
6.20 Expenditures related to Sack‟s Excavating and expensed in Schedule 4, during the
Period of Review, commenced in May 2011. During the 2012 fiscal year there
were nine invoices totalling $22,044.
6.21 Invoices were found for all amounts totalling $22,044 related to Housing. Based
upon a review of the invoices and related documents we noted the following:


Invoice and attachments do not refer to a Work Order;



Details regarding the number of hours and rates charged for the services are
not provided on the invoices;



The descriptions of the services performed listed on the invoices often contain
insufficient detail to assist in verifying the work performed and location. For
example, invoice 20110071 totaling $13,463 attached as Exhibit 33 is for
“topsoil delivered to a large number of homes in Indian Brook”. Details
regarding the locations of the homes, the dates and rates of the services are
not included on the invoice; and,



The business number for Sack‟s Excavating, are not shown on the invoices.
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CJS Excavating
6.22 CJS Excavating, was a registered business with offices located in Indian Brook,
NS. The company was registered in April 2006 and filed for a name change to
Sack‟s Excavating without the Ltd, in February 2009. Sack‟s Excavating was
subsequently dissolved in August 2010. M. Sack is listed as a partner of the
business (refer Exhibit 34).
6.23 During the Period of Review, one CJS Excavating amount of $18,500 was
expensed in Schedule 4. Invoice 2009-72 described as “moving trailers” in the
general ledger was not found.
6.24 Invoice 2009-74, attached as Exhibit 35, is for „Preparing three lots for the trailers
that were located by the community centre‟. This amount was originally coded to
Account 5832 but was reclassified to paving. The invoice does not contain
information regarding the rates, hours or dates of the services performed. In
addition, there is no work order or approvals to support the invoice.
6.25 As with invoices from the other M. Sack Companies, the invoices from CJS
Excavating provide little detail to support the amounts invoiced.
Summary – M. Sack Companies
6.26 Based upon the documentation obtained to date, we cannot conclude that the M.
Sack Companies inappropriately benefited or had an unfair advantage over other
vendors in providing services to SFN. However, the M. Sack Companies were a
major supplier of services to SFN. There is not enough documentation or evidence
of a transparent tendering process or independent review of amounts invoiced to
conclude that the M. Sack Companies did not benefit from the relationship that M.
Sack had with SFN. The Housing Manager did confirm that the M. Sack
Companies were not required to follow the same process as other vendors with
respect to the completion of Work Orders. This exemption without other mitigating
controls indicates that the M. Sack Companies were treated differently. A detailed
examination of work performed in relation to amounts billed would be required to
conclude if the exemption allowed the M. Sack Companies to benefit.
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7

CONCLUSION

7.1

SFN expensed and capitalized approximately $8.64 million on Housing during the
Period of Review. Although there was a Housing Manager during the Period of
Review, he advised that he did not take an active role in managing the invoicing of
one of the largest contractors due to his perception of a conflict of interest. As a
result it was not uncommon for invoices to be paid where the Director of Finance
was approving the expenditure with no apparent review of the project or work
done.

7.2

Records supporting the costs associated with major projects were not complete.
For example, project files containing budgets and evidence of tendering for
contractors were not found. As a result it cannot be determined at this time if there
were cost overruns on the most recent projects as alleged. Based upon the
information known to date, the cost to construct the two Energuide 80 homes built
on Browns Flats were 25% - 50% higher than the cost of other SFN houses.
However, due to the lack of budgets and available supporting documents within
SFN we were not able to determine the reasons for the increased costs.

7.3

The records show that the combined M. Sack Companies were major suppliers to
SFN and that the Housing Manager did not require Sack‟s Contracting to complete
the same documentation required of other suppliers, i.e. the Work Orders. This
exemption gives the impression that the M. Sack Companies were not held to the
same standards as other suppliers. Invoices from the M. Sack Companies often
lacked enough detail to understand what work had been performed and where.
Due to the lack of records, exemption from process and review on the part of the
Housing Manager it is possible for the M. Sack Companies to have benefited from
the relationship with SFN.

7.4

With respect to the construction of homes a total of $314,281 in expenditures are
considered questionable due to the lack of supporting documentation and
approvals for the payments. These amounts are summarised as follows:
Table 6: Capital and Housing – Questionable Amounts
Project
10 Unit Project
13 Unit Project
4 Units Brown Flats
Brown Flats Extension

Entity
Sack‟s Excavating
Sack‟s Excavating
Sack‟s Contracting
Sack‟s Excavating

Total
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19,115
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7.5

D. Gloade also had a relationship with SFN where he was the Housing Manager
and supplier of services through Gloade Electrical. Based upon the limited Gloade
Electrical invoices obtained it does not appear that anyone in Housing reviewed
the invoices prior to payment. Due to the lack of secondary review there was an
opportunity for D. Gloade to benefit from his position as the Housing Manager
when billing for his services, however, we cannot conclude if this occurred. In
addition, there was a time when D. Gloade split his time between his duties as the
Housing Manager and his own business. There are no timesheets or secondary
review to provide any quantitative data to suggest if his time was spent in
accordance with the agreed hours under his employment arrangement.

7.6

The process for assigning repairs and renovation work is not defined and due to
the lack of documentation, we did not pursue further investigation at this time.
Accordingly, we cannot comment on whether or not favouritism existed in the
assignment of repairs and renovations by the Housing Department.

7.7

Due to lack of invoices and other supporting documents, we were not able to
determine if J. Hayes house was built using supplies, materials or labour paid for
by SFN. Access to the documents maintained by the M. Sack companies which
built the house may assist in this determination.
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8

RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

8.1

This Appendix to MNP Report is not intended for general circulation or publication,
nor is it intended to be used for any purpose other than to advise Pink Larkin LLP,
or as outlined in the Terms of Reference noted at Section 1 of the Report. We will
not assume any responsibility or liability for losses suffered by any party as a result
of circulation, distribution, publication, duplication, reproduction, or any use of this
report contrary to the provisions of this Paragraph.

8.2

We reserve the right, but will be under no obligation, to review all calculations and
comments included in or referred to in this report and, if we consider it necessary,
to revise our comments in light of any information existing at the date of this report
that subsequently becomes known to us.

8.3

Our Report must be considered in its entirety by the reader. Selecting and relying
on specific portion of the analyses or factors considered by us in isolation may be
misleading. The procedures performed do not constitute an audit and an audit has
not been performed on the financial information.
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